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REPOm' ON TAX-FREE ALLOWANCES BE:NEFITING INDIVIDUALS 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Commission has always attached considerable importance to the 
Community's tax-free allowances which benefit private individ"UB.ls. 'This 
ooncem is evidenced by its constant efforts in past years to establish 
common s,ystems in this field. The Commission has also singled Out progress 
in the intra-Community tax-free allowance field as a priority in its 
programme for 1982. The European Parliament also has displayed great 
interest in the development of the common tax-free allowances system and 
the Commission has undertaken to present to it this general report on the 
operation of the common system of tax-free allowances granted to individ~ls. 
In addition to presenting the report to the Pa.I'lia.ment, the Commission also 
a.dd.resses it to the Council and to the Economic and Social Committee. 
2. The aim of this report is : 
a} to describe the system in current operation; 
b) to highlight underdeveloped areas and those giving rise to difficulties f 
c) to e:xa.mine possible improvement to be made in the system. 
The Commission's earnest hope is that this report will provide a 
backdrop for a stimulating exchange of views on the issues involved between 
the Community Institutions, the Member States and other parties concerned, 
enabling further real development of the common tax-free allowances system 
to take place and thus further realization Qf its objectives. 
3. The report covers travellers' ta:x:-free allowances and tax-free allo-
wances for small parcels both in the intra-Community and third country con-
texts. The bulk of the report is taken up by the travellers' allowances 
section. A summary of the main conclusions is included at the end of the 
report. 
.. 
" 
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PART I - TRAVELLERS' TAX FREE ALLOWANCES 
CHAPl'ER I -BACKGROUND 
4. A common system of tax-free allowances for travellers is in force. 
The relevant Oommunity instrwnents are the Council directives on the 
harmonization of provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative 
action relating to exemption from turnover tax and excise duty on imports 
in international travel (1). A co-ordinated text of these directives has 
been pUblished by the Commission as a booklet (2). These directives have 
been supplemented by the Council Directive 81/933/EEC increasing the third 
country allowances (3),-and most recentlY, by Council Directive 82/443/EEC 
increasing the intra-Community allowance from 1 Janua~r 1983 (4). 
5. The background against \'IThioh the common system of allowances for 
travellers was orgi:nally proposed and discussed in 1968/69 was one in which 
the customs union was considered virtua-lly achieved, the elimination of tax 
borders was eagerly awaited and economic and monetary union was viewed as 
a real prospect on the horizon. Application of a common system of travellers' 
tax-free allowances was viewed as partial abolition of tax borders. 
Its primary goal was political. Creation of a unified system of allo-
wances had an important impact on the ordinary citizens of the Community by 
bringing its existence home to them in a tangible way every time they travelled. 
Vis-A-vis third count !lies the Community presented a uniform treatment for 
arriving travellers thus again emphasizing its own identity. The main aim 
of the common system was to be achieved through the creation for travellers 
of conditions similar to these obtaining on a domestic market, thus ensuring 
the elimination of oases of double trucation or non...-trucation. 
6. Development of the common tax-free allowances system has, in general, 
not been as rapid or complete as envisaged at the outset. This is partly a 
result of the general slow down in the progress towards economic and mone-
tary union and the emergence of other priorities. It ~lso stems partly from 
wide divergences in the rates of indirect tax applied in the Member States 
(1) Directives n~ 69/169/EEC (OJ n° L 133, 4.6.1969~ 72/230/EEC (OJ n° L 
139, 17.6.197~, 77/800/EEC (OJ L 336, 27.12.1977), 78/1032/EEC and 
78/1033/EEC (JO n° L 366, 28.12.1978). 
(2) Reliefs from taxes granted to imports made by private persons. 1979· 
(3) OJ n° L 338, 25.11.81, P• 24 
(!J) o.r No L 206, 14.7.82 , p. 35 
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although it is not only differing rates of taxes which contribute to price 
differences between Member States : distribution cycles, profit margins, 
consumer tolerance are also major contributers. Lack of progress stems 
also from the reluctance of the Member States to tackle the general problem 
of non-taxation, i.e. the problem of goods which, through a combination 
of being sold tax-free in one Member State and being admitted tax-free into 
another, enter into home consumption in the Community completely free of 
tax. 
CH.APrER II - CURRENT STATE OF DEVEI.DPl@'T 
1. What folloli'S is a. summary of the main aspects of the Community's 
travellers' tax-free allowances B7stem as enacted at present, along l'lith 
a commentary on its application in the Member States. 
T.he monetary and quantitative limits currently applied in the 
system are best summarized in tabular fo:rm. 
Table I - Allowances subject to maximum values (1) 
(position at 1 January 1982) 
General allowances for twithin the Community 180 ECU (2) 
travellers 
from third countries 45 EOU 
Optional rrithin the Community 50 ECU (2) 
Reduced a.llo\·re.nces for 
travellers under 15 from third countries 23 ECU years old 
(1) Up to 31 December 198i, Denmark was allowed to apply an exclusion 
from the relief tvhere the unit value of goods being imported by a 
traveller exceeded 135 Ecu (1050 Dkr). Ireland is allowed to apply 
a. similar exclusion up to 31 December 1983 in the case of goods ex-
ceeding 77 Ecu (52 Irl) in unit value. 
(2) 210 Ecu from 1 January 1983 for all 1-iember States other than Denmark 
which may continue to apply the 180 Ecu allowance up until 31 December 
1983. The reduced allowance is to be increased to 60 Ecu. 
• 
• 
8. Since the institution of the common travellers' allowances system, 
the general intra-community allowance has evolved on the following pattern: 
from 75 UA (units of account) intra-community in 1969 to 125 UA en 1 JulJr 1972 
and to 180 EO'A (Eou) on 1 January 1979• It will further increase to 
210 Ecu on 1 JanUIU'Y' 1983. The general third country allowan:oe, having 
remained at 25 UA from 1969, was increased to 40 EtJA (Ecu)on 1 January 1979 
and to 45 Ecu on 1 January 1982. 
TABLE II - Value allowances applied by Member States 
(position at 1 Januar,y 1982) 
Member State General allowance Reduced allowance (where a:wlied) 
Community Third countr,y Community Third country 
:Belgium :SF 1,200 ':SF 1,800· BF 2,000 BF 900 
Denmark Dkr 1,400 Dkr 350 - -
Gema.ny DM 460 DM 115 
- -
Greece Dr 11,000 Dr 2,8.:P Dr 3,100 Dr 1,450 
France FF 1,030 FF 270 F.F 25P FF 135 
Ireland I:d 120 Irl 31 Irl 34 Irl. 16 
Italy (Lit 217, 375) (Lit 56, 939) (Lit 63,265) I (Lit 29, 102) 
Lu;xembo~g LF 1,200 LF 1,800 LF 2,000 LF 5PO 
Netherlands HFl 500 HFl 125 - -
United UKL 120 UKL 28 Kingdom - I -
( ) = unrounded, calculated by the Commission departments owing to the 
lack of officially fixed figures. 
Remarks& 
1. The :Bcnelu;x countri~s operate a higher allowance of 10,000 FB/Fl or 
700 HFl for persons travelling between their countries on the basis of 
the Treaty establishing the :Benelux Union. 
2. Ireland applies a unit value limit of 52 Irl. to goods being imported 
under the allowances s,ystem in accordance with a special dero~tion in 
the directives. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
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Table III - Basic quantitative allowances 
(position at 1 Januar.y 1982) 
Product Travellers within Travellers from 
' 
the Community third countries 
' 
Tobacco· products 
: 
cigarettes .2£_ ; 300 2.00 
cigarilloe (cigars of a ~ i 
weight of 3 g each) ,2!. 150 lOO 
' cigars .2!: 75 50 
smoking tobacco 400g 250 g 
Alcoholic bevera.es 
distilled beverages and spirits of 
an alcoholic streng:t;h exceeding to a total of 1 standard bott le 
0 1.5 litres (0.70 to 1 litre) 22 or 
-
distilled beverages and spirits, 
and aperit'ifs with a wine or aloohol to a total of to a total of 
base of an a~coholic strength not 3 litres 2 .litres 
exceeding 22 f sparkling wines, 
fortified wines and to a total of to a total of 
-still wines 4 litres 2 litres 
Perfumes .!SS 75 g 50g 
toilet waters 3/8 litre 1/4 litres 
Coffee .2!: 750 g 500 g 
Coffee extracts and essences 300 g 200g 
Tea or 150 g 100 g 
--
tea extracts and essences 60 g 40g 
REMARK' There are several qualifications which apply to the allowances 
set out in these tables e.g. the tobacco and alcohol allowances are not 
granted to persons under 17 years of age e Details are to be found in 
paragraphs 14 and 15 describing the current system of quantitative allowances 
in more detail. 
Value allowances 
9· The basic intra-community allowance of 180 Ecu(l)a.pplies to goods con-
tained in the personal luggage of travellers coming from one Member State 
to another which : 
a.) fulfil the conditions laid down in Articles 9 and 10 of the Treaty 
(i.e. are in free circulation in the Community) ; 
b) have been a<XIuired subject to the general rules governing taxation on 
the domestic market of one of the Member States; 
c) have no commercial character. 
The taxes from which relief is granted are value added tax and excise duties 
on imports. 
The unit value of goods being imported is ind.i visible for the pUr-
poses of applying the allowance. In other words where a single item exceeds 
180 Ecu, no relief is granted but where several items, which in to1al exceed 
180 Ecu, are imported, relief is granted to those items whose~ values 
added together do not exceed the allowance. 
Where goods, such as spirits and tobacco, which are subject to quanti-
tative restrictions are imported by a traveller, their value is not to be 
reckoned in calculation of the 180 Ecu general allowance. 
A supplementary condition also attaches to the intra-Community 
allowance which requires a traveller who, on his journey from one Member 
State to another, has had access to a. third country market or part of a 
Member State's territory(~)mmtch 'ta,rr.mler tax or excise duty is not charged, 
to prove fulfilment of the acquisition condition at b) above and that the 
goods have not benefited from a refund of tax or duty. Where this condition 
is not fulfilled only the third countr,y allowance is granted. 
Member States may reduce the intra-Community allowance to 50 Ecu 
for travellers under 15 years old. Those ltiember States availing of this 
facility can be identified in Table II above. 
10. In order to benefit from the third copnt:ry allowance of 45 Ecu the 
only conditions are that the goods be contained in the personal luggage of 
a traveller coming from a. third countr,y and that they have no commercial 
character. The reduced allowance of 23 Ecu for young travellers is optional 
and the above comments regarding unit value apply to these allowances also. 
11. It is specified in the Directives that the value of personal effects 
being temporarily imported or which had been temporarily exported are not to 
(I1 The allowance of 180 Ecu will be increased to 210Ecu with effect from 
1.1.1983 under the Council directive of 29 June 1982. 
(2) Heligola.nd or Greenland for example. 
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be taken into consideration in application of the tax-free allowanoeso 
This provision is included because of the fundamental difference between 
these goods and those coming within the scope of the directives ; the 
former are the usua.l goods temporarily imported or exported by traveller 
going on, for e:xample, his holida.Yll, whereas the latter are goods bought 
by the traveller in one country and perma.nently imported into another. 
The origin of the idea. of personal effects being transported by a traveller 
is found in international convent:it:ms and, in particular, the New York Con-
vention of 4 June 1954o 
12. The directives contain some important definitions. First, importa-
tions are considered as being without commercial ch.a.ra.cter if they take 
place occasionally and consist only of goods for personal or family use or 
for use as gifts. Secondly, "personal luggage" is defined as the whole of 
the luggage which a. traveller submits,whether on liis arrival or later. 
Portable fuel containers are by definition not considered as personal 
luggage although for each vehicle 10 litres of fuel dtored in such a con-
tainer ma.y be imported duty-free subject to safety regulations. 
13. The directives provide that !~ember States ma.y reduce the tax-free 
allowances in the case of frontier zone residents, frontier zone workers 
or the crew of international means of transport. In the case of intra-
Community travel, the minimum allowances are one tenth of those applied 
to ordinary travellers. 
These restricted limits do not of course apply where the persons 
involved are not engaged in ''frontier zone" travel as such unless they are 
importing the goods in the course of thei.r work (the frontier zone is the 
zone extending 15 km from the frontier of a. Member State}.. The usual 
allovm.noes apply in the case of normal tra.vele 
-All 1•lember States avail themselves to a. greater or lesser ex!;ent 
of this possibility to reduce the allowance limit. 
' . 
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Qpantitative allowances 
14. Table III, page 5 of this report shows that under the directives, 
different quantitat iw allowances apply depending on whether the goods are 
being imported by a traveller coming from another Member State or from a. 
third country. It should be noted, however, that these common limits do not 
prejudice the. relevant national provisions concerning travellers whose 
residence is outside Europe (1), although a. provision is included which 
stipu.la.tes that under no circuJJistances ma.y the total quantity of goods 
exempted exceed the intra-community levels. 
15. The several restrictions mentioned in the footnote to Table III 
can be summarized a.s follows. 
a.) Restriction on travellers under 15 or 17 years of age 
The tax-free allowance for tobacco products and alcoholic 
beverages is not granted to persons under 17 years of age. The allowance 
for coffee is not granted to travellers under 15 ~ars of a.ge. 
b) Restriction on frontier workers and residents and interaational 
crew members 
!liember States may reduce the quantity of the goods which may 
be admitted liuty-free, down to one-tenth of the quantities where the goods 
are imported from another Member State by pusons resident in the frontier 
zone of the importing Member State or a. neighbouring Member State or by 
frontier zone workers. 
However, duty free anti tlement in respect of the goods listed 
below may be as follows : 
i) Tobacco products : 
cigarettes~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 40 
oigarillos (cigars of a. ma.ximuJn weight of 
3 g each) or •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20 
-ci~rs ~ o••·················•eo•••••o•··········•••oeee 10 
smoking tobacco ····················••o•••················ 50 g 
ii) Alcoholic beverages : 
- distilled beverages and spirited of an 
alcoholic strength exceeding 22 .2.!: •••••••••• o •••••••• 
- distilled beverages and spirits, and aperitifs with 
a wine or alcohol base of a.n alcoholic strength not 
exceeding 22°; aparkling wines, fortified wines~ 
- still l'lines 
••e• 
0.25 litre 
0.50 litre 
0.50 litre 
(1) This provision is used by all I~lember States to grant a. higher a.llowa.nc;e for 
cigarettes to these travellers. The allowance granted is 400 cigarettes 
(or its equivalent) instead of 200. 
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Member States also may reduce similarly the allowance limits for 
liambers of the crew of a. means of transport used in interna.tio:r.al travel. 
'Where the goods are being imported from a. third CO'Ulltry by a. 
frontier zone \iorker or resident or a.n interna.tio:r.al crew member, Member 
states are free to reduce their allowances a.s they wish. 
c) Restriction on a.~ed forces 
Member States ma.y set lo\-rer limits a.s to value and/or qus.ntity of 
goods ai!.mitted under the ta.x-free allowances when they are imported from 
another Member State by members ofihe armed forces of a. Member State, inclu-
ding civilian personnel a.nd spouses a.nd dependent children, stationed in 
another l·~ember State. BelgiuJD., Germany, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands 
and the United Kingdom avail themselves of this facility. 
d) Restrictions on gold, tobacco and coffee 
Member States may exclude raw or semi-finished gold (including 
gold plate and the like) from the benefit of the allowances. Only Germany 
applies a restriction under this provision. 
Also, in the case of travellers coming from third countries, Member 
States have a general option to reduce the quanti ties of tobacco and coffee 
allowed in under the tax-free allowances. Germany avails itself of this 
facility to apply a 250 g allowance for coffee imported by such travellers. 
e) Danish dero,eetion on quantitative limits 
Denmark had particular difficulties in adopting the Community's 
allowances system a.nd is allol'red to apply restrictions to the qua.ntiative 
allol'tances granted to ira.vellers making trips of short duration. 
The current limits (1) which Denma.r'.it applies are summarized in 
the following table. 
cigarettes 
or 
oigarillos 
or 
cigars 
or 
Restricted allowances applied to Danish 
residents having stayed in another oo:nntz;:y 
less than 48 hours 
60 
20 
20 
smoking toba.ooo (grams) 100 
distilled beverages (litres) none 
beer (litres) 2 
Th.;is derogation expires at the end of 1982. (2) 
(1) Directive 77/80P/EEC- OJ n° L 336, 26.12.1977 
(2) On the 29 Nov~mber 1982, the Commission sent a proposal to the Council 
for a phasing out of the Danish derogation within five years. The 
Council adopted this proposal on 30 December 1982 Csee paragraph 50 bis). 
-~ 
,\ 
,·I 
. --~ 
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Remission of tax on exports 
16. A significant feature of the oommon tax-free allowances system is 
the inclusion of a. scheme for regulation of the remission of tax on exports. 
One of the basic principles of the system is the avoidance of double 
ta.mtion and non-ta.:mtion of g.oods being imported by travellers in intra-
Community travel. To Cipera.te this, it is clear that where goods benefit 
from a tax-free allowance on importation they should not also benefit from 
tax remission on exportation in the country from which the traveller is 
coming. Vice-versa., where they are not entitled to benefit from a. tax-free 
allowance on importation the goods should be able to benefit from remission 
of tax in the country of exportationo 
This is the essence of the tax remission provisions of the common 
allowance system. Member States are recra,ired to take measures to avoid 
remission of tax on goods being su;pplied to intra-coilllllUni ty travellers who 
benefit from the common tax-free allowances. On the other hand, Member 
States are required to set uP a system of remission of turnover tax on 
goods being exported as part of the personal luggage of a tra.vellero In 
the case of intra-Coillllluni ty travellers the remission is only to be granted 
where the unit value of the item exceeds the 180 Ecu limit*, in other words, 
where ·the item in question cannot benefit from the tax-free allowance on 
importation into another Member State,. Member States are free to fix their· 
own conditions regarding remission of tax for third country residents and 
also may exclude their own residents from the benefit of the scheme. Practi-
cally all Member· States avail o€ the facility to exclude their own residents 
(as an anti.,.fraud measure), Luxembourg and the Netherlands being tm eJCep;iaJSo 
17. The control condition attaching to remission is production of the 
invoice (or another document in lieu) which, for third country travellers, 
must be endorsed by the customs authorities certifying exportation, and, 
for intra-Community travellers, must be endorsed by the customs or other 
authorities certifying f5..nal importation into a lllember State. 
It should be noted that no remission may be granted in respect of 
excise duty. 
* . 77 Ecu for goods gomg to Ireland. 
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18. The remission of tax scheme described above was adopted by Council 
in 1978. At that stage some IIember States did not operate such a scheme and 
the introduction of one undoubtedly posed serions difficulties for them. 
All l.'Iember 3te.tes no1rr operate the conunon ta.:x: remisoion scheme apart from 
Ireland whose legislation on this matter is incompatible l<~ith Conlii1'l:l:llity re-
quirements a.nd will therefore ha.va to be adjusted. 
19. As for the scheme as implemented in the eight (1) other Member States 
concerned serious shortcomings have been observed.. The unit value limit 
above uhich tax remisoion should be claimable is the intra-community allol'ro.nce 
limit, 180 E~ in the case of exports to !~ember states other than Il'ela.nC., 
for \·1hich a limit of 77 Ecu operates. 1-lost Member states do not provide the 
lm·ror limit required in the case of soods being exported by travellers goil1g 
-to Ireland. Also creating problems are the various methods of refun<l of tax. 
Some l!ember States authorize' the traders involved to ma:ke refunds directly 
\-tithout reference to central administration ·while others require such a 
reference. Clearly such a centralized authorization system for individual 
payments can be CUJ!lbersome and can result in prolonged delays in effecting 
the refund of tax. 
Annual ad.justmmt of na.tiona.l currency esuivalents 
20. One of the main developments of the common system \'lhich took place 
in 1978 wa.o the introduction of an a.nnua.l fixing of national currency 
equivalents of the Ecu expressed allowances. 
Each year Uember States aro to calculate their own currency equi va-
lents of the Ecu allowauces by reference to the exchange rate in force on 
first working day of October. This nmrly calculated allowance is then to 
apply for the follo~;r:ing calendar year. However, for administrative ease, 
Ivlember States have the option of maintaining the existing figure where the 
newly calculated one varies by less than 5 % from that calculated the pre-
vious year. In fixing their allowances in :na.tiona.l currency 1-iember States 
may round off •·zi thin a. limit of the equivalent of 2 Ecu. 
(1) Greece is not obliged to introduce the scheme until it. introduces the 
common VAT syctem (i.e. 1 January 1984 at the latest) in accordance 
with Article 128 of and Annex VIII to its Treaty of Accession to the 
EEC. 
• 
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CHAPI'ER III : EXPERIENCE, DIJ.t"'FICULTI.ES AND SOOPE 
FQR JlliPIDVEE!:NT OF THE OOMMON SYSTJ!M 
21. One of the general reasons prompting the Commission to dml·l up 
this report is the prolonged discussion in Council on its proposals for 
directives in the travellers' a.llm-rances field. In these discussions the 
Council has shown itself particularly unwilling to ma.ke the effort to 
proceed with the necessar,y development of the common system. 
The Commission's proposal for a. Fifth Council Directive (1) on 
travellers a.llol·m.nces vra.s the subject of II!f,ny discussions at the various 
levels in the Council over a period of t\vO a.nd a half years and has only 
just been adopted in a much >-ra.tered down fom via-a.-vis the Commission's 
and Parliament's original intentions. Clearly, the reasons behind this 
11elucta.nce on the part of the Council to continue with the logical and 
much needed development of the system need to be a.na.lysed. 
22. Drawing on experience in the operation of the system to date, this 
chapter discusses areas of difficulty and underdevelopment, suggests means 
for improving the Community's travellers' allolva.nces system and considers 
its possible evolution in the future. 
Although there is a degree of interaction betl'leen the various 
aspects of the system and development of one area. tends to have repercussions 
or to depend on other areas, this chapter is divided into five main sections 
to facilitate the analysis. These are : 
! 
A. The real value ofallo~m.nces and derogation value limits. 
B. Natioml eurrency equivalents of allowances. 
c. Quantitative allowances. 
D. Remission of tax scheme. 
E. 'lax-free shops 
(1) O.J. No. C 318, 19.12.1979, P• 5• 
.I 
I 
I 
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A. THE REAL VALUE OF ALLOWA1WES 
23. The current allowances (see Table I, p. 4) for intra-Community 
travel have been in :force sinoe 1 Ja.nua.ry 1979 a.nd, in a.cco:rda.nce with the 
Council decision at 29 ."Une 1982 (l),will be next increased on 1 Ja.nua.ry 1983. 
Those :for third countries ca.me into operation on 1 Janua.ry 1982. 
The date of 1 Janua.r-.r 1979 is taken as the ba.se date in this report 
for purposes of comparison of real values. Previously, allowances were 
expressed in terms of the unit o:f a.ccount (UA)(which reflected e:x:cha.nge ra.te 
parities in operation at the date of inception of the common allowances 
system 1969). This makes comparison with the current si tua.tion difficult. 
The primary purpose of the development of the common system vthich took 
place in 1978, \-Ihen the Europ.!!¥1 u:ni t of account (EUA) was introduced. into 
the directives, wa.s to eliminate the disparities caused. by the use of the UA. 
One of.the objectives a.t the time was to maintain the allowance limits in 
all Member States at least a.t their preceding levels in terms of na.tiona.l 
currencies. 
24. Holiever, no :me.tter uha.t the base date taken, it is clea.r that, in 
recent yea.rs, a. signi:fica.nt erosion of the value allowances has taken place 
in real terms. Over the past three years the average annual Co:mrnuni ty in-
crease in the conswner price index was more than 10 % : 10.2 % (1979), 
14.1% (1980) and 12.6 % (1981). The CuJ!lUla.tive effect insofar a.s intra-
Community limits are concerned is that a.t the end of 1981 the common values 
allowances had fallen in real terms to 58 % of those obtaining on 1 Janua.ry 
1979· The recent action taken by the Council to increase the allowance to 
210 Ecu does t.end to ease the situation. However,.despite this a. considerable 
erosion has taken place, particularly vlhen tlle implementation da.te of 1 
Janua.ry 1983 is borne in mind.. In :fa.ct, a.n intra-Community allowance of 
approximately 280 Ecu would be necessary on 1 Ja.nua.ry 1983 in order to 
restore the a.vera.ge purchasing power of the 180 Ecu allowance in operation 
on 1 Ja.nua.ry 1979 .. 
(1) Directive 82/443/EEC, O.J. L 206, 14.7.82, P• 35 
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This type of evolution was foreseen by the Commission when it 
made its proposal for a third Council Directive on travellers' tax-free 
allowances in 1977 (1). At that time the Commission proposed to adjust 
the allowances annually itself in the light of changes in the private con-
sumption index for the Community and to notify the new levels to Member 
States for implementation the following yearo However the Council failed 
to include any provision for automatic or semi-automatic future increases 
in the allowances in the directives adopted in 1978. 
25. The Commission was given a mandate at the relevant 
Council meeting to carry out a.n annual e::xam.ina.tion of the operation of the 
intra-Community tax-free·allowances ~stemc Having done so for 1979, the 
Commission proposed an increase in the intra-community allowance to 210 Ecu 
in its proposal for a 5th Council directive on travellers' tax-free allo-
wances (2). The Commission made this pNposa.l in order to maintain ~n 
1 January 198o) the real value of the allowance set in 1978 and to achieve 
a modest real increase. 
The European Parliament, in its opinion on this proposal (3), called 
on the Commission to be more ambitious and to propose a programme of in-
creases in the allowances over a. number of years so that a. real step forward. 
could be made. The Commission proposed such a programme in its amendments 
to the original proposal. The idea was to achieve by 1982 an intra-Community 
value allowance of 300 Ecu. 
In discussions the Council has so far rejected the idea or 
a. programme.. Discussion on the proposal for a. 5th directive in Council 
simply centred. on the possibility of increasing the limit from 180 to 
~10 Ecu, and, as mentioned above, the proposal has only now been adopted 
for implementation on 1 January 1983 viz. three years after the original 
date envisaged by the Commission. 
26. Despite the efforts of the Commission, the Parliament, and the 
Economic and Social Committee, the lack of political will on the part of 
the Council is manifest and, indeed, discouraging. The Commission is well 
aJare of 1he difficulties and problEms e ::xpc:r:ienoed by Member states ani addresses 
(1) O.J.- n° C 31, 8.2.1977, P• 5 
(2) O.J. n° C 318, 19.12.1979, P• 5 
(3) O.J. n° C 117, 12.5.80, 83 
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itself to these subseCJ.Iently mihis report. H:lwever, it is seriously disturbed 
by the Council's neglect of the Community system of tax-free allowances 
system in this regard and expresses the wish that a renewal of political 
motivation be found and development of the system allowed to progress. At 
this stage it would be opportune to examine in some detail the actual 
reasons for the Council~s reluctance to progress. What are the concerns 
of the Member States which lead them to refuse to allow the s,ystem develop 
as desired by the Commission and the Parliament ? 
27. Some Member States put forward as their primary concern the loss 
of revenue through erosion of the tax base resulting from imports by 
travellers displacing normal domestic saleso Member States with high levels 
of indirect taxes fear the exploitation by travellers of the allowances 
system in order to buy goods, which are heavily taxed in their own country, 
in Member States with lower levels of indirect taxes. They also fear that 
high allowances lead to travellers undertaking their journey for the sole 
purpose of achieving a tax saving on the items bought abroad and to buy 
certain types of consumer goods not, in the normal way, carried by tra. vellers 
(e.g. domestic appliances). 
The Commission is sensitive to the Ivlember States' concerns regarding 
erosion of revenue, partioulary in current economic circumstances. But 
price differences do not result solely from differing tax ±a.tes. Differences 
in many other factors, such as profit margins, intensity of competition, 
distribution/manufacturing cycles can result in wide differences in price 
independent of tax rates. In regard to these elements, allowing a traveller 
to buy in the country with lower prices is economically advantageous as it 
exercises a downward pressure on price levels generally and thus combats 
inflation. lvlember States' problems must also be seen in the overall con-
text of the ~evelopment of the internal market, in which the allowances 
s,ystem plays a significant ro.le. In such a global approach there is, as 
often as not, a swings and roundabouts situation with regard to :Purchases 
made by travellers. Particular Member States a.re attractive to travellers 
for purchases of particular goods but, in general, there is a two way flow 
and it is rare that a single Member State maintains an advantage in reSpect 
of all goods. 
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In addition it should be stressed that such problems as may arise, 
tend to be tra.nsi tory. Changes in tax rates, in currency exchange rates 
and in the relatiVe cost of living commonly lead to alteration of travellers' 
preferences for pUrchases so that a Member State or a. particular area with 
a trade displacement problem can often find itself in the inverse situation 
with a net trade outflow shortly afterwards. 
28. Another argument advanced by certain Member States against increases 
in the value allowances concerns the supposed adequacy of the existing 
allowances. It is suggested that the intra-community limit of 180 Ecu 
is already sufficiently high to cover the needsaf.most, if not all travellers. 
T.b.e Commission doubts the adequacy of the existing intra-Community allowances 
in the context of a. common market and would point out that it is very quickly 
reached in the case of a traveller importing, for e.xample, a. suit of clothes 
a.nd a. pair of shoes bought while abroad in another Member State. On the 
general point of the adequacy of the limit level, it has been pointed out 
earlier in this chapter (see paragraph 24) that a. serious erosion of the 
real value of the allowance has been allowed to take place. 
Clearly, such a.n erosion should not have been permitted.,. Nor 
should the Community be content with simple maintenance of real values of 
allowances. Rather, the aims already enshrined in Community legislation 
that travel bet"L'reen Member Ste;t"es mouJd be facilitated by increases in allo-
wances a.nd that exemption benefiting individuals should be progressi:vely 
extended (1) are those vrhich should be pUrsued in this context. 
29. Member States also invoke as a reason for not increasing the general 
intra-Community value allowance the continued existence of tax-free 
shops: they explain their reluctance to increase the allowance on the 
grounds that the goods being imported tax-free by travellers may have been 
acquired totally tax-free in one of these shops~ 
(1) cf. Council Directive 78/1032/EEC, O.J. L 366, 28.12.1978 and Council 
Resolution of 22 March 1971 on economic and monetary union, a.J. c 28 
of 27•3.1971. 
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The Commission cannot accept this as an argwment for not increasing 
allowances, particularly as the bulk of tax-free sales is accounted for by 
sales of alcoholic drinks and tobacco. The major interest of both operator 
and traveller is in theme The Commission1 recognizing this interest 
and the generally wide divergence in the tax treatment of these goods 
throughout the Community, has not in fact proposed any increase in the 
quantitative allowances for these goods since the establishment of the 
common system in 1969.• Consequently it would contend that the tax-free 
shop aspect does not represent a real obstacle to a general increase in 
value allowancesc 
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30. The Commission recognizes that,at the current stage of development, 
automatic adjustment of value allowances is not acceptable to the Member 
States.. But it cannot accept the situation that has arisen follol1ing the 
Council's tardiness in adopting the fifth co:uncil Directive on travellers' 
allowances and the inadequacy of the provisions therein. It is in favour 
of a regular increase in the allowance levels and to this end proposes 
that the Council plans the development of the intra-Community allowances 
some years in advance. Inorea.ses should be deter.mined on two bases : 
the need to maintain :purobasing power and. the need to continue with the 
development of the system. This approach is the same as the plUl'iannual 
programme. favoured by the Parliament in its opinion on the proposal for 
a fifth directive on travellers• allowances (see paragraph 25) and 
subsequentl;y adopted by the Commission. 
31. The Commission services have also considered the problem of the 
maintenance of real values from the viewpoint of purchasing power p&rities 
(PPP). There is a Community meacure of these : the pUrchasing power stan-
dard. This meaoure is used. to make comparisons in real tenns betrreen 
purchasing pm-vera in the Member States. The Commission's Statistical Office 
calculates and PUblishes theoe data on an annual basis. Therefore a suit-
able vehicle exists for translating a given a.llorrowace into national currency 
levels that reflect the varying average price levels in the Member States. 
1-J.ha.t advantage t·rould this have ? Basically, it 1-10uld result in allowances 
1·:hich would., in terms ofa national currency, be pitched at levels l-Thich 
realistically reflected the price levels obtaining on the do4-nestic market 
of the relevant I;lember State. It \vauld also have the advantage of auto-
matically reflecting price changes at national level on an annual basis. 
Houcver, the diew.dvanta.ges \'lould be manifold. First, reflection 
of na.tioml price levels in an allotianoe a.ppliecl at. importatj_on is not 
. . . . . 
lofSieal. The pU~ses involvau have necessarily bee;n m&de.4.'bl'Oa4 arid so. 
it ncems more appropriate that price levels in the ·other Mef4her States be 
reflo.ctecl in the. a1lo"inmc:c applied by a eivcn I:Iembe!' State. Also, application 
of a PPP factor \vould effectively destroy the unity .of the common alloue.nces 
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\ihich o.re currently di!'octly compamble from one national currency to 
another. Such a system •mulcl cause confusion among the travelling public. 
Finally, there would be untolcl administrative difficulty in relation to the 
tax remission scheme, a.s each l·1ember State would have to apply a different 
tax remission limit depending on the destination of the traveller, giving 
a minimuJD. of nine possible remission levels. 
Consequently, the exa.mimtion has led the Commission to the con-
clusion that application of a PPP based factor to the value allowance would 
not be o. viable solution to the problem of maintenance of real values and 
t·rould result in complicatinG a system specifically designed to be simple in 
order to minimise borc.1er controls. 
Deromtion from valy.e allorro.nce 
32. Ireland's Ul'li t value derogation (see footnote to Table I, page 4) 
wo.s agreed because of that l-iember State 1 s :rnrticulo.rly serious problems in 
adopting the common o.llouance fixed in 1978. This derogation expires at 
the end of 1983. A similar derogation pe:rmitted Del"ll!la.rk not to grant the 
t~.x-free a.llot·ra.noe to goods exceeding 135 Ecu. However, this expired on 
31 December 1981 and Denmark nou applies the normal allovta.nce of 180 Ecu 
~li thout rt;~striction (1) • 
It is clear that any mea.nure taken to ease particular problems being 
experienced by a. !>Iember State a.utoma.tica.lly reduces the need for a special 
derogation. Also, the evolution of the general economic situation has 
genemlly lessened, and in relation to some goods, totally eliminated the 
need for a special derogation for Ireland. 
On a. pmctica.l level, the existence of a. special limit creates con-
fusion among travellers and a.dministmtive difficulties particularly in 
respect of the common scheme for remission of tax on exports. 
33. For these reasons, the Commission looks forward to the expiry of 
the derogation on 1 .Ta.nUAry 1984 l'lhen a. Ul'lifo:rm a.llmrance oa.n once again 
apply throughout the Community. 
(1) It should be noted that, by derogation from the recently adopted 210 
Ecu intra-Community allowance, Denmark may continue to apply the 
180 Ecu allov~ce during 1983 (see footnote (2), p. 3). 
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Third couat!Y allowances 
34-o The above comments are essentially confined to the intra-community 
allowance. The question of-increases in the third country allowances is 
obviously closely linked with action on the Co~ty's customs duty-free 
allowances and with international obli~tionso Also, a. particular problem 
a.rises for countries bordering the Community. 
35• Recent increases in the va.lue of the US dollar mean that the ; 
Communi ty1 s third. country allowance no longer respects its obligations rli th-
in Customs Co-operation Council (CCC) to grant an allowance of $ 50 to 
travellers from contracting countries. llla.cy other countries are preSUJDB.bly 
in the same position and it seems that a solution would best be found with-
in the CCC framework, rather than through unilateral action on the part of 
Community. 
36. In view of the particular geographic and socio-economic ties which 
exist between the Community and several neighbouring countries, it would 
perhaps be advisable to consider special treatment under the allowances 
system for these countries. The Commission favours opening discussions with 
the.neighbouring countries concerned on means to improve the situation 
relating to cross border control of travellers between it and these countrieso 
Such a move was requested by the Parliament in its previously mentioned 
opinion on the Commission 1s proposal for a fifth Council Directive on 
travellers' allowances. These negotiations would have to be joint customs/ 
tax ones and, of course, the Commission would require a mandate from the 
Council to embark upon them. 
37· In relation to thirrl country allowances in ger!eral, the Council, 
acting on a proposal from the Commission, hao recently adopted a directive 
increasing these allowances by a. small amount vrith effect from 1 Janua:cy 
1982 (1), The aim of these increases ·was no.t to achieve real increases but 
simply to avoid reductions in national currencies because of currency 
fluctua.tions. A full c1iscussion on this problem is found in the follouing 
section of the report. 
E. :rTATIONAL ~TCY EQYIVALENTS OF ALLOWANCES 
38. The system of adjustment of na.tiona.l currency equivalents of Commu-
nity a.11o~rrcutces described in paragraph 20, is common to all directives 
(1) Directive 01/933/EEC, O.J. L 338, 25.11.81, P• 24. 
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containing values allc~-;a.nces exprc::med in Ecu. Omsequent]y 1:he comments· ·m-this 
section are applicable in all cases, and in particular to the tax-free 
allowances for travellers as well as those for small consignments. 
39· The objective of the system is to maintain strict equivalence 
between the allowances expressed in national currencies, in order to avoid 
cases .of double taxation or non-taxation such as existed in the intra-
Community system with the previous unit of aocount (UA) based system .. 
Prior to 19"[8, the UA allowances expressed in terms of Member States• 
cnarrenoies were oa.lculated on the old fixed gold parities declared to the 
I~ter.aationalMonetary Fund in.l971.Thus,while a common level of allowance exis-
ted in UA -terms, the concordance was destroyed when the allowances were trans-
lated into national currencies. The introduction of the European Unit of 
Account (subsequently replaced by the Ecu or European currellQY' 'Unit)jbas:dona 
basket of European currencies and the expression of allowance limits in 
terms of it enabled realistic pa.Iities to be re-introduced into the tax-free 
allowances system. 
Ideally, allowances expressed in terms of national currency should 
.. ._ 
be allowed to float on a daily basis to ensure their strict equivalence. This ·· 
is clearly impractical from an administrative viewpoint and the solution 
adopted - annual adjustment - much more satEf'ac.tor;y. To further facilitate 
administration, Member States may round the limits in national currency 
terms and need not adjust if the fluctuation from one year to the next is 
less than 5 %• 
40. As mentioned above the main concern of this system of adjustment 
is to avoid cases of double taxation or non-ta.:xation. Consider the case 
of a Member State ("A"} uhose currency during the course of a year appre-
ciates strongly vis-&-vis the currency of another Member State ("B"). 
At the beginning of the year, a traveller can buy goods in Member State A 
to a value of, say, A 100 (being taken as the equivalent of 180 Ecu) and 
import them tax-free into Member State B where a limit of, say, B 1,000 
applies. If he bought goods valued at more than A 100 he could obtain tax 
remission on export and would be charged tax on entr,y into B as the goods 
>iould be valued at more than B 1,000. 
However, problems may arise where during the course of the year 
the situation evolves so that A 80 = 180 Ecu = B 1,000, but A's allowance 
level remains at A 100. A tmveller buys good.s of unit vaLue A 90 whi eh, 
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being belQ>i the allo"t-tance limit in A do not qualify for tax remission on 
exportation. However on entry into B the goods which,at the current ex-
change rate are valued at B 1,125,are above B's limit of B 1,000 and do 
not qualify for tax-free importation. The result, double taxation. 
Similarly non-taxation could in theory occu~although the condition re-
lating to acquisition subject to general rules governing taxation a.nd the 
requirement to have the relevant document endorsed by customs of the 
M:ember State of importation (see clescription of tax remission scheme -
paragraph 17 ) should combine to avoid this in practice. 
41. Before continuing with a.n analysis of the operation of this currency 
adjustment mechanism to date it should be recalled that the entry in the 
Council minutes already referred to in paragraph 25, which requires the 
Commission to carry out a.n annual examination of the operation of the tax-
free allowances system, also calls on the Commission to submit proposals 
to ensure, in particuLar, that the intra-Community exemptions do not diminish 
in terms of national currency. The idea was that no Community citizens, 
whatever theiroou.nt:cy, should see allowances being reduced in tenns of their 
O\m currency as a result of the operation of a Community mechanism as this 
'-vould engender negative feelings against the Community. 
42. ~1at has experience of the operation of the adjustment mechanism 
shown ? Most Member States have made use of the possibility of rounding the 
sums in their national currencies. The Italian situation is not clear as 
the allowance limits do not appear to have been converted officially into 
the national currency. Also,in the three adjustments to date,Member States 
which were not obliged to adjust, being within the 5 % tolerance, did notooso. 
No adjustment \'las obligatory when the calculations for 1980 were made. \•1hen 
the 1981 allowances were set two Member States (Italy and Denmark) were 
obliged to increase their allowances and the United Kingdom was obliged to 
reduce its allowances. No new adjustments were dictated by the 1982 exercise. 
43· In fixing the 1981 levels, the question of non-reduction of the allo-
wances in national currency terms came into play. The United Kingdom did 
not wish to reduce its allowance and the Commission shared the view that this 
would be politically undesirable. In relation to the intra-community allo-
wance there was a proposal already on the table to increase the allowance 
in Ecu terms by an amount sufficient to offset the required reduction in 
the U.K. As far as the other allowances were concerned,the Commission 
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promptly proposed increases sufficient to offset the reduction which were 
subsequently adopted by Council .(see paragraph 4). 
44. The Commission has long held the view that from a political and 
psychological angle, reductions in terms of rational currencies should not 
be countenanced. Until now it has felt support for this view by the Member 
States in Council. I:adeed, the Council manifested this support in the 
minutes of its meeting when it adopted the third Council directive on 
travellers' allowances in 1978, when it undertook to a.ct promptly on pro-
posals from the Commission aimed at avoiding reductions of allowances in 
nationa: terms. The Commission considers that, in order to avoid lengthy 
and often unfruitful discussions, that a simplified decisio~making proce-
dure should be established to enact common allowances sufficient to offset 
reductions (1). Such a procedure would eliminate one of the major drawbacks 
of the current situation which is the time factor. The date for establishing 
exchange rates for the fixing of national currency equivalents of the allow-
ances is the first working day of October of the year preceding that in 
which the allowance is to apply. So there is a three-month lag between the 
establiShment of the national currency equivalents and their application. 
If a reduction of the allowance in a rational curNncy is ~noted, an amending 
directive is necessary which, with consultation of the Parliament and the 
Economic and Social Committee, would require an absolute minimum of 6 months 
from date of inception to application by the Member States and a more normal 
time scale of 9 months. This leaves a 3 to 6 months period during which the 
allowance should legally be reduced in national currency terms by the 'Member 
State concerned only to be increased shortly afterwards or during which the 
Member State does not reduce in infraction of the directive, giving rise to 
the potentiai double or non-taxation described above. 
45., In order to eliminate this undesirable feature the Commission envisages 
a semi-automatic system of adjustment. It is proposed that the Council em-
power the Commission to operate a system on the following lines for intra-
Community allowances: 
(1) See point 34 of the Commission's programme for the simplification of 
value added tax procedures and forma'iities in intra-community trade. 
O.J. C 244, 24.9.81, P• 4• 
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The Commission would calculate, on the basis of the exohange rates 
in force on 1st October, whether or not a;ny Member States would be 
required to reduce its allowances in national currency termso The 
Commission would then notify Member States as to whether a.n adjustment 
was necessary or not and proceed by decision to adopt a. new allowance a.t 
a. level high enough to avoid the foreseen reduction or reductions. 
This decision would be taken before 1st November, published officially, 
and notified to the Member Sta.tesv the Council and Parliament .. Member 
States would have one month in which to request if necessary, that the 
matter be discussed in Council .. Where a. discussion -was requested, this 
would have to be held a.s soon a.s possible and the Council would be 
enabled to overturn the Commission vs decision.. In the event of such an 
overturn the Council would be required to give the Commission ga,idelines 
on the on the mea.s'tll'es which it considered necessary to cater for the then 
current situation. 
46. A f'u:rther problem in relation to the fixing of national currency 
equivalents of' Eou limits arises when there is a. re-edjustment of' parities 
within the European Monetary System (EMS) after the annual fixing of 
the allowances • 
On the question of principle, the Commission's attitude is the same 
as for the annual adjustment exercise; it considers that reductions of 
allowances in national teDDs should not be countenanced and the comments 
made above in this respect apply mutatis mutandis. From the procedural 
angle the problem is, of' course, different. If' significant changes in 
pari ties were to occur overnight with a re-adjustment in the EMS, there 
would be a need to respond quickly and the Commission would propose the 
application, immediately after a:n::~ such re-adjustment, of a semi-eutomatic 
system of increases in Ecu allowance levels, if necessary, on the lines 
described in paragraph 45 above. 
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c. QYANTI'l'ATIVE ALLOWANCES 
47• The travellers' allowances system provides for quantitative 
limits to be applied to tobacco products, alcoholic drinks, perfumes and 
toilet waters, coffee and tea to take account, in particular, of the 
significant difference in the excise duty rates applied to these goods 
in the various Member States. Development of the duties in question de-
pends on the economic and budgetary policy of the Member States concerned, 
which often results in increasing ta.x divergences and widening price 
differences. 
48. On the harmonization front, the Community will at some time 
establish, as provided in the Commission's 1972 proposal (1), the same 
excises in all Member States. In addition, if neutrality of competition 
is to be ensured the structures of these excises need to be ha:rmonized. 
Finally, some convergence of excise rates is also considered essential in 
the context o:f the general longer term development of the Community. 
Clearly, once excise rates were firmly set on a convergent trend, signi-
ficant increases in quantitative allowances could be implemented without 
the risk of disruption and this remains the Commission's long term objective. 
In the shorter term, in view of the revenue importance o:f the tobacco and 
drink excises the Commission considers, that the quantitiative allowances 
for the main excise goods cannot be increased across the board so long as 
present divergences in excise rates persist~ However, it is considered 
that progress should be made on the wine allowance (see paragraph 53 below) 
and the allowances :for coffee and tea (paragraph 51), independently of 
harmonization of excise ra.tese 
Danish derosation 
Annex VII, Part V (Taxation) o:f the Act of Accession to the 
European Communi ties of the Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland and the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland authorised Denmark, until 
31 December 1975, to exclude from the tax allowances relating to turnover 
taxes and excises applicable in international passenger travel, the 
following goods: 
(1) On 7 :tvla.rch 1972, the Commission sent to Council a proposal for a 
directive on excise duties and indirect taxes, other than value added 
tax, \ihich are levied directly or indirectly on the consumption of 
products (OJ no C 43, 29·4·72)e This proposal remains before the Council. 
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- tobacco productsJ 
- distilled beverages and spirits, of an alcoholic strength exceeding 
22 % vol ; 
- beer, only for quantitites exceeding 2 litres. 
The need for this derogation arose from con~iderable differences in 
the excise rates applied to these goods in Denmark and Germany. 
On the expiration of this period, in accordance with paragraph 1 (c) 
of part V of the Annex concerned, the Council prolonged the authorisation 
on mio occasions (1), first until 31 December 1976 and then 31 December 1977• 
The Danish Government subsequently requested a further period in 
order fully to adapt to the Community system of allowances. In contrast to 
the two previous derogations, which were limited to one year, the Council, 
on 19 December 1977, adopted a Directive granting a further derogation to 
Denmark until 31 December 1982 (2). This derogation, which allows Denmark 
to apply the restrictions SUJll!llarized in paragraph 15 (e) above to travellers 
making trips of short duration, provides for a progressive alignment of the 
Danish system with the Community rules. In accordance with these provisions 
the restictions applicable to non-residents of Denmark were abolished from 
1 January 198o and the quantity of cigarettes admitted for Danish residents 
was increased from 40 to 60 on 1 January 1982. Also the minimum period for 
the application of the restriction, expressed in te~s of the length of stay 
of the traveller abroad, was reduced in Denmark under the terms of the 
derogation from 72 to 48 hours on 1 January 1981. 
50. When the directive granting the derogation was adopted, the Commission 
undertook to draw u:p each year, starting in 197tl, a report on evolution of 
the prices of alcoholic drinks and tobacco products in Denmark and Germany, 
on the evolution of fares for travellers in Denmark, and on the fiscal po-
licy of the Danish Gover:mnent. Five such reports have been prepared to date. 
While the first four reports showed little av no reduction in price differen-
tials between Denmark and Germany during the first four years of the derogation, 
the fifth report, covering the period from September 1981 to June 1982, notes 
substantial reductions in retail price gaps between the countries. Tax level 
differences have also been reduced during this latter period, although pro-
jected increases in Danish excise duties will offset this movement to some 
extent. Also particularly for expensive alcoholic drinks, the mixed specific/ 
ad valorem excise on alcohol continues to have a negative influence. 
(1) Directive 76/134/EEC of 20.1.1976 (OJ no L 21 of 29.1.1976); 
Directive 77/72/EEC of 18.1.1977 (OJ no L 23 of 27.1.1977) 
(2) Directive 77/800/EEC of 19.12.1977 (OJ no L 336 of 27.12.1977) 
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50 bis., On 29 November 1982 the Commission, on a request from the Danish 
Government~ sent a proposal to the Council for a phasing out of the Danish 
derogation within five years. The proposal offel'ed the Danes a period of two 
years with only very modest alignments on products for which the Danish and 
German retail prices are very much the same. After three years all these 
products should be in line with the Community rules. For the more sensitive 
products~ such a.s cigarettes and spirits, a phasing out is proposed to take 
place in the last three years of the five years derogation period. Due to 
the difficult economic situation in Denmark it was further proposed that 
after one and a half years - in the light of the pro.spects of the Danish 
economy at that time - the time-table can be re-examined if need be. On 
30 December 1982 the Council adopted this proposal with some minor modi-
ficationso (1) 
(1) Directive 83/2/EEC of 30.12a1982 (OaJ. L 12 of 14.1.1983, p. 48) 
j 
·, 
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Coffee a.nd Tea. 
51. The amended propo~l for a fifth Council Directive on travellers' 
allOl'iances, referred to in paragraph 25, provid.ed for increases in, and eventual 
abolition (from 1 January 1982) of, the quantitative limits on tea and 
coffee. The excise duties on these goods are, in general, minor in tems 
of revenue and are only applied by certa.in of the liiember States. 
Unfortunately, it must be recorded yet again that the Council failed 
to adopt this aspect of the proposal, thus making a eventual decision on 
these matters more difficult as Belgium has recently been added to those 
l•IJ:ember States vrhich le'zy a. d.uty on coffee. 
52. Houever, this cloos not reduce the argt.lf.lcnt that, besides the fact 
that the excise duties on coffee and tea a.rc levied only by five a.ncl three 
Hember States respectively, the budgetary consequcll:m of the abolition of 
the travellers' que.ntita.tive allouance for these goods could only be of 
minimal significance. Furthermore since these arc pro'lucts coming from 
developing COUl'ltries, the ma.intenance of these restrictions runs counter 
to the resolution of 18 September 1970 of thG United Nations Council on 
Trade and Development (UlifCTAD) since the existing al.Jowanoes can ba.Id1y en-
courage the consumption of these goods. 
53· The initial traveller's allovla.nce directive of 28l~y 1969 fixed 
the tax-free a.l101w.nce for still lvine at 2 litres for intra-Community 
travellers. This limit has since been inc~asecl. on 2 occasions : first in 
1972 to 3 litres and subsequently in 1978 to 4 litres (although Denma.rk 1·1as 
allot-re0.. to retain the 3 litre limit until 31 December 1983). 
Besides general considerations in favour of increasing ta.:x:-free 
allowances, the Commission favoured in particular an increase in the wine 
limit in order to encourage consumption of' 1-rine in the Community and to 
respond to the 1-1ishes of the Parliament, expressed in its opinion on the 
Commission's proposal for a fifth Co~cil Directive on traveller's allo-
wances. Accordingl;y, in :ttr:: amendments to this proposal it proposed a. 
5 litre intra-community allm-l'a.nce (4 litres for Denmark). This aspect of 
the proposal was al.so not adopted. 
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In this regard, the clif'ficulties caused by the level of wine taxes 
in Denmark are not without relev.ance and contribute-to a. major extent to 
its reluctance to increase the wine limit. Once again the excise rate 
relative to that in Gol'lll£l.!lY' is the detennining factor as the latter muntz:r 
applies no excise duties at o.ll to still "lines. 
Tobacco 
54· It tra.s mentioned earlier (paragraph 14) that the Community quanti-
tative lmmits applied without prejudice to the rele~t national provisions 
concerning travellers whose residence was outside Europe. This provision 
vas included to take account of the Community's customs legislation on 
duty-free allov:anoes which provides for a. hieil.er tobacco limit for travellers 
whose residence is outside Europe (400 as.opposed to 200 cigarettes (1). 
Hot·lever, as pointed out previously, a clause was included, stipU].a.ting tha.t 
no more :f'avoura.ble allowances than those applied in intra-community travel 
should be grated in any oa.se. Currently the intra-community allowance is 
300 cigarettes. 
HistoFioally, this higher cigarette a.llovance was granted by some 
I·1ember States on the basis of an OECD CoUlloil decision of 20 July 1965 
concern~ administrative facilities in favour of' international tourism, 
and was incorporated into the CoiDIIlUnity customs scheme for duty-free 
a.llowa.noes for travellers. The situation ba.s, of course, now oha.nged 
somewhat and the Commission has difficulty in finding a continued justifi-
cation for this measure. Also, it is of the opinion that the notion of 
Conmtuni ty preference requires Member States not to accord a. higher allo-
wances to third COUlltry residents than to their own citizens. 
D • RT:1!':1ISSION OP TAX SCIIEM!!: 
55. As described earlier, the remission of tax scheme. requires control 
to be effected by endorsement of the invoice or other doCUJ11ent in lieu 
thereof. Some Ncmber States are cont~nt to control simply by the invoice 
while others require speci~l forms whicl1 must be obtained in addition to 
the invoice t-rhen the goodo g.ro bought, thus complirotin.g the operation of 
the scheme. The scheme as applied in the 1-iember States has also been 
criticized berouse cf its ceneral administrative complexity and. the long 
delay in actue.lly obtaininG" ropa;y111ent cf the tax involved. Some !>!ember 
(1) Regulation 15~4/69 - OJ L 191 of ).8.1969 
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States allou the trader to refu;t1c'l the tax whereas others process 
the applicationo centrally. 
Clearly, therefore more uniformity could be introduced and 
improvements made to the system. 
56. Hith a vie;-r to rcclucing the administrative com:?lexity of the 
achemc and. shortening the repayment c.lelays mentioned above the trader 
himself coul:l be allo~·•cd, at the minimum iD process applications for refundc 
from tmvcllers .-rithout reference to the o.uthori ties and make the repayment 
in all caoes i·Ihere a relatively f.lffiD,ll suJII oi' ta.x is involved. This sum 
shoulo. be fi:ced at a common level by the directives. F'u.rthc:rnwre a maximum 
time delay for refund of the tax should be incorporated in Community legis-
lation. This could be set at, for example, 3 months, to be exceeded only 
in a case uhere documentation is incomplete or force majeure intervenes. 
Such o. provision ~"loultl eliminate the sometimes embarrassingly lo!"...g time 
delays t·rhich hn.VG come to the notice of the Commission. 
57. Also there is a problem of marginality in the operation of the 
remission scheme antl. the ta:l~-free allm:anceD system. Double taxation could 
occur whore a traveller is refused tax remission in the case of an item 
~·Ihich is margi:nally und.er the tax-free allot<1ance limit in the l·!!ember State 
of exportation. Thic oocurs t·lhere on importation into a:::tother Member State 
the item d~not qualify for tax exemption as it marginally exceeds the 
a.llot-1a.nce level as laid dmm in the latter l·iember State's currency. This 
could happen because of the rounding facility granted to Member States uhen 
fixing the a.llo.-Jcnceo (a.n<l hence tax remisoion limits) in national currencies. 
Given the impra.otioa.bilit;y of arranging matters in the country of exportation 
after the traveller has left the country, the most satisfactory solution would 
appear to be for the authorities of the Member State of importation to have 
a flexible attitude and to allow the item in questio:a to be imported tax-
free when it is established that it has bome tax in the country of origin. 
E. TAX-FR.Ellil S!IOPS 
58. Tax-free (or duty-free as they are sometimes knol·m) shops are a 
w-idespread phenomenon ih:roughout the Community. They are for the most part 
situated at ports and airports or on board international means of transport. 
In the cace of shops at ports and a,irports their status is essentially that 
of a <lUf.'ltoms/tax 'i-7arehouse. Sales made in these tax-free sl+ops are confined 
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to persons leaving the country concerned. 
Clearly tax-free outlets are economically important as is evidenced 
by the reliance l.a.id on_them by port and airport authorities and inter-
national tra.nsp0rt companies. Their attractiveness for the traveller 
stems from the operation of the country of destination principle for taxes 
along l'Tith the tax-free allol·m.nces system. ~Y.ation in the country of 
destination ensures that goods may be bought by travellers in a tax-free 
outlet and exported free of tax rrhereas the tax-free allolmnces scheme 
enSU,l'es that these goods, within limits, may be imported tax-free into thG 
countr.r of destination. The goods in question can thus enter into home use 
in the Community completely free of tax. 
Commvp.i t:r law and ta.x-free §hops 
59. The only less,l proviaion in Community law governil1g travellers• 
tax-free allowances in Vlhioh a, particular reference to tax-free shops is 
ma.de in Article 6(2) of Directive 69/169/II:F.C. This provision obliges the 
Id:ember State a to take the necessary steps to penni t remission of tax for 
travellers leaving their territory under certain specified conditions 
and is proceeded by a clause drafted as follows "without prejudice 
to rules relating to oales made at airport shops ·under customs and on 
bOard aircraft". 
This clause, which l-ras inserted into the directive when it was 
amended for the first time, in 1972, to introduce on a~ optional 
basis, a remission of ta.x-soheme, has be.en invoked 
by l~ember States' authorities as authorizing the existence of tax-free 
shops in intra-Collllilu.t1ity travel. It is noteworthy that a reservation with 
respect to tax-free shops is not included in the basic rule, namely 
Axtiole 6(1) of the Directive, obliging the Member States to take appropriate 
measures to avoid remission of tax being granted for deliveries to Community 
residents t'lho benefit from the common tax-free allm·•ances • 
60. 'rhe only other provision of the directive which can be considered 
to have a bearing on tax-free shops or rather goods bought therein is that 
cond_ition (mentioned in paragraphs 9 and 29)requi.ring @Ods bar:efiting fmm the 
intra-Community allowance to have been acquired subject to normal tax con-
ditions on the domestic market of one of the }'Iember States. As previously 
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remarked, this condition does not exist in relation to the third countr,y 
allowance. 
61 o In case Uo.. 158/80, the European Court of Justice had, for the 
first time, to deal with the Directive 69/169/EEC. 
This case concerned cruises operating from Germany, mainly on the 
Ba.l tic Sea, on board of which were offered for sale goods normally sub-
ject to high duties and taxes, for example, alcoholic drinks, tobacco 
products, butter, mea.t, cheeseq The agricultural goocls involved also 
benefited from export restitutions under the common agricultural policy. 
A wholesale trader and a retailer together instituted proceedings before 
the Hamburg Finance Court claiming that the butterbuying cruises were in 
breach of Cummunity lmr. IJ.lw Fir..ance Court referred the matter to the 
European Court fo!l' preliminary ruling which was delivered in the latter 
Court's judgment of 7 July 1981. The Court's conclusion was that the 
practice of allo>>~ing these butter-ships to continue to operate was illegal. 
Insofar as Directive 69/169/EEC is concerned it ruled as follows : 
"In the case of travel between non-member count·ries and the 
Community, the exemption provided for in Council Directive No 69/169 of 
28 I.IJa.y 1969 on the hannoniza.tion of provisions laid down by law, regu.lation 
or administrative action relating to exemption from turnover tax and excise 
duty on imports in intei"l'.ational travel may be gmnted only to travellers 
\-Jho arrive in the customs territory of the Community from a non-member 
coun.tr,y and in this case the circumstances in >vhich the goods have been 
acquired are irrelevant to the grant of the exemptions. 
In the case of travel within the Community, where the journey 
from one l~Iember State to another involves transit through the territor,y 
of' a non-member countr,y or begins in a part of the territory of the other 
Member State in which the taxes to which the directive refers are not 
chargeable on goods which are conSUJited within that territor,y, the traveller 
must be able to establish that the goods transported in his luggage 
were aquired subject to the general conditions governing ta:xation on 
the domestic market of a Member State ancl do not qualify for any refund 
of turnover tax ancl/or excise duty. If the traveller is unable to provide 
the aforementioned proof he may enjoy only the more restricted exemption 
provided for in the case of travel bet\-Jeen non-member countries and the 
Community. 
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In adopting Directive Noe 69/169, and the Second and Third 
Directives of 12 June 1972 a.nd of 10 December 1978 respectively which 
suPplement it, the Council intended gradually to establiSh a complete 
system of exemptions from turnover tax and excise duty for goods contained 
in travellers' personal luggage. Consequently in this fieil..d the 
Member States are left with __ onq the restricted power g:i. ven to them by 
the directives to grant exemptions other than those specified in the 
directives." 
Commission's a. tti tude to tax-free Shops 
62., The Commission has always recognized and continues to recognize 
the political sensitivity of the tax-free shops issue. In making its 
proposal for gradual suPpression of tax-free sales within the Community 
in 1972 (1) a.nd in subsequently withdrawing this proposal in the face 
of the impossibility that Council would agree it was conscious of this. 
It was equally conscious of the political angle when in 1979 it took 
a decision not to press for the abolition of tax-free shops but to 
continue its efforts to bring order into the system .. 
63a Following the Court's judgement in the case described above the 
Commission has naturally reconsidered the situation a.nd, in Febru.a.r,y 1982v 
came to the broad .conclusion that the Court•s judgement implied that the 
practice of allowing sale of goods free of customs duties and a.gricul tura.l 
levies to travellers in intra-commu;nity trade was not compatible with 
Community- law. It notified the Member States accordingly. 
(1) OJ No C 113, 28 .. 10...1972, P• 15. 
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PART II 
Sf.!.?.LL PA..~CELS OF A NON COMf·lERCIAL NATURE 
Ba.ckgz:oup.d 
64. The Community r...a.s instituted c:t. cominon system of tax-free allowances 
for small parcels (called omall "consignments" in the directives) of a 
non-commercial nature sent from one Member State to another or from a third 
country to a Hember State. The intra-Community scheme dates from 1974 >'There-
as that fer third countries \'las first adopted in 1978. 
The primary wotiva.tion behind this system of allo1-rances is similar 
to that behind the travellers' allowances ~stem : removal of obstacles to 
the development of the internal market for the intra-Community allo""rance 
and adoption of a unique Community approach for the third country allo~~nce. 
The intra-Community allo~mnoe also aims at facilitating personal and family 
contacts bettteen priw.te persons in J.ifferent !·~ember States. 'lhis facili-
tation of family contacts is of particular importance in c~rtain cases such 
as that of migrant uorkers tlhere exchange of parcels can be of great personal 
and sometimes economic liaportance. 
Current state of development 
65. The following table gives details of the current tax-free allowances 
applicable to small parcels. 
These l'rere atlo::_Jtect b;:r the Council on 17 lifovember 1981 and apply in 
the Member States since 1 January 1982~ 
1\Iember State 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Fmnce 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdam 
Table: Allo1·1ances for small pgrcels of a non-commercial 
character applied by the Member States 
Intra-Community allowances Third CountJ allowance 
(70 Ecu) (35 Ecu 
BF 2~0 BF 1400 
Dkr 550 Dkr 275 
Dl:.i 175 D1JI 90 
Dr 4300 Dr 2150 
I PF 420 FF 210 Irl 48 Irl 24 
Lit (88571) Lit (44286) 
LF 2800 LF 1400 
IIFl 200 HFl 100 
UKL 40 UKL 20 
t ) = unrounded national currency equivalents calculated by the Commission 
departments ot.zing to the lac~-:: of officially fixed fig't1.res. 
I 
I 
! 
! 
! 
! 
! 
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66. IJ.~e folloviing table shorm the qur:mtit ative allouances 11hich apply 
to certain goods if they are sent in a small parcel f1~m a third countr.y. 
Goods 
Tobacco products 
Alcoholic beverages 
l?erfumes 
Coffee 
Table - 9uaJ1titative allO\iances 
Allo\!m.nces 
50 cigarettes .2.!: 
25 ciga.rillos .a:,: 
10 cigars .£!£ 
50 grams of omoking tobacco 
1 bottle of spirits (not e:-ccceding 
cne li·tre) or 
-
2 bottles of still ~line 
50 grams of perfume or 
-0.25 litres of toilet \later 
500 grams .2I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
! 
i 20(; grams of coffee erlra.cts or essences\ 
Tea. 100 grams .2!: 
40 grams of tea. extracts or oscences 
67 • It io importan-t to note tho.t Member Sta.teo may reduce these 
quantities or, :ind.eed, altogether exclude the goo(ls mentioned from the 
benefit of the allowance. Da1'lllla.rk excludea tobacco prod.ucts, alcoholic 
bevemges and perf\~n::~s from the allol1S...'1.ces. Ireland excludes tobacco 
'products a.:n·.l alcoholic beverages a.nd the United Kingdom reduces the 
a.llouance for spirits to 0.25 litre. 
' 
In relation to small parcels from another 1·Iember Sta.te, it is also 
open. to 1•1ember States to restrict the quantities of the goods mentioned in 
the Table III {see page 5) for the iiltra-commulli:ty allowance and 
to exclude these goods if they so ;.:ish. 1Iouever a provision is il1cluded 
in the directives obliging !·'!:ember Sta.teo to apply an intra-Gommu.ni ty regime 
at least a.a favourable as that applied by them to third countries. All 
l•lember States, apart from Ita.:cy- a.nd Luxembourg, apply differing quanti-tative 
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allm·T<:mceE: to these goods and those mentioned above as applying special 
restrictions or exclusions (Denmark, Ireland anrJ. the United Kingdom) also 
apply these in the intra-CoJ:~.muni ty conte::d. 
68 • '.fue most important concli tions attaching to the small parcels scheme 
are : 
a) the omall conoignm.ent must be of a non-commercial character, amCI. 
b) it must be sent from one private person to another. 
69. Tr.e cri·teria cletermining non-commercial character. differ slightly 
in tho intra-Community scheme and the third. countries soheme. :Both schemes 
require th.D.t no payment on the part of the recipient be involved. Both 
also require that the goocls be for personal or family use and. not for 
commercial uso, the nature anct quantity of the goods being used as the 
yardstick. The difference occurs in regartl to occasionality. Parcels 
from thirtl countries must be of an occasional 1nture while there is no 
such requirement in respect of intm-Go!lliiluJlity parcels. However for intra-
Community parcels to qualify for the ta.:x:...Cree alloua.nce the goods involved 
mu::rt have borne nonno.l ta:~os a.:nd duties on the domestic market of one of 
the Member States. 
70. One further provisio!l in the third counti"'J or.nll parcels directivo 
stipula.tcc that ~'lhcrc goocl.s, ouch as tobacco an<l apirito, l'lhich are sub,ject 
to cruanti"'liative allOW'ances, are contained in a parcel in quantities excee-
ding the relevant allo~-m.nces then no relief a.t all is given for the parcel 
in question. 
7~· Community la;-• alGo provides for the suppression of customs clear.J..nce 
fees for intrar-Communi ty parcels l'lhich qualify for exemption from taxes 
and d.utieo. 
72.. Finally there i3 an rumual fixing of the n.:1.tional currency equiw,-
lents of the common allm·;ances, the governing provisions of uhich are the 
same as tho:Jo for trc .. vollcro' c.llouances (r:;ee paragraph 20). 
Development of the s;z:::te111 
73. In gencml the rnnn.ll parcels tax-free allmvances system Horks 
smoothly and .hao net encountered r:-.any problems. The alloHances h...-=tve boen 
recently increased and o.ppear adequate for the time being. IIo-v:ever, as in 
the c..-=tse of travcllero allOim.nces, the Ccrnr:lisGion io conscious of the 
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the potential for erosion of the real value of these allowances and will 
propose increases at appropriate times. As to the translation of the 
common levels into natiol~l currencies, the problems here are common to 
both the Sitnll parcoJ.n an·~ other ta:;:-free a.llouances directives. Therefc;rc 
the 'liscuodon containerl <:1.nil the ioprovements proposed. in IX'-ragra.phs 38 
to 46 <:1.rc ~lso broadly applicable here. 
14· On. the crua.ntita;t;i ve allowances it is apparent that there is a nee .. l 
for ,:lefinite common limits to ba establizhed, particularly in the intra-
Community conte:d. Tl"lt; current situation is cffectivel.r completely dis-
r..a.rmonize:J. ar..rl the Coilltlission favouro and 1-J'ill propose common minimum 
limits betl:een r~ember States. 
75· The Commis3ion ha.o long con:Jidereo. that an area in \d1ich the coliJ!!lon 
allouanccs for small 9arccls coulU. be 'levelopeCJ~ is that of sales to ind.i-
'yid.uals of bool:s, revie'VW or neHspapers imrol-r.i.ng tUopatch !'rom one :Member 
State to another. The:Je transactions are in principle subject to gcne:ro.l 
V.A.T rules as regards b·:J·t;h importation anl exporta.tion. 
Applioo,tion of these rules to t:ro.n~?..otions uhich more often than 
not involve only 13I11a.ll amounts ic retp,rcled as being particularly onerous 
both by buyers in the case of imports and sellers in the case of exportn. 
Infonnation available to the Commission shc\·ls that firms sometimes consider 
it expedient either not to remit tax on goods, thereby exposing the buyer 
to double taxation, or ~eo di:3rega.rd. oa-.:lers placed \vith them, a.ml this amount::: 
to a legally dubious refusal to sell. 
Some tax relief applicable to these transactions should soon be 
enshrinccl in Comm'Qlli ty legislation "1hen the Commission's proposal for a 
directive covering general exemptions from VAT on the permanent importation 
of certain goorJ.s (1), currently under discussion at Council, is adoptc<l. 
Thio proposal \·Iill prcvi::le for, inter alia, an exemption for im~crts of 
small consicnments 0f minimal importance uhethor or not they be commercial. 
The provisions are framed on the one hand, in terms of value and, on the 
other (for intm-Conununity traffic), in terms of ta.x due. The levels 
proposed are 10 Ecu in value and 3 Ecu, t·rith an option to increase to 
6 Ecu, in tax. It is recl:oned that a large pro,ortion of imports of books 
etc. uill be able to benefit from exemption Uli.d.er these provisions. 
(1) o.J. c 171, 11.7.80 
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76. However the Commission feels that the sit~tion could be further 
improved by introducing tax relief in respect of the importation of books, 
reviews or :a:wspa.pers addressed by a ta.mble person established in a Member 
State to an individual in another I'ilember State provided that tax ha.s been 
paid on the goods in the country of consignment and - possibly - the value 
df the goods does not exceed an amount fixed at such a level (higher than 
the 10 Ecu mentioned above) so as to avert any serious risk of distortions 
of competition arising out of differnces in VAT rates between Member States. 
This risk trould seem to be small ho~lever, since the goods in question are 
nozma.lly subject to a lovT rate of tax in Nember States, since postage off-
sets the rlifferences in tax rates and the goocls sent are not always avai-
lable from ta:mble persons in the countr'J of importation. 
77• A question which also arises in the common s.ystem of allowances 
for parcels is tha.t of marginal relief for parcels exceeding the normal 
allowance limits in value tenns or in tenns of the qa,a.ntities of tobacco 
products or alcoholic drinks contained therein. As mentioned in para.. 70, 
such p:IZ'C8Ls would not bemfit :f'zom a;qr relief at all under current provisions. 
Undoubtedly, it could appear anomalous in the eyes of an individual 
rcceivil1g a parcel valued at, say, 80 Eou or containing 60 cigarettes that 
the parcel should be ta:;:cd on its total w.lue vThereas a parcel of a value 
of 70 Ecu or containing only 50 cigarettes is completely free of tax. T'.c.e 
argument for maintaining such an arrangement is e:Jsentially administrative 
as the proce~lurel3 necessarJ to exempt the first 70 Ecu value of a parcel or 
the first 50 cigarettes •·mulu be cumbcroome a.n3. costly. l!,or e:xa.mple, v:hich 
goods would be allo:ved in under the 70 Ecu limit ? In a parcel containbg 
cigars and. ci~rette s, tvhich v10t1.ld be alloued in free of duty ? However 
these problems should not be over-estimated and in the context of a.n acce-
lemted clearance procedure (cliscussed belovl) could \vell be overcome. 
78.. !~other pos~ible solution to the problem and one which appears admi-
nistratively more acceptable 'l'lOul~ be to-,gi VG marginal relief in tenns of 
tax due on a given consignmen-t. For example, :i.t may be ivorth vrhile consi-
dering a provision >vhich provides that, in the ca.f:lc of an intm-Gommu:ni ty 
parcel exceeding the 70 Ecu limit marginally but fulfilling all the other 
criteria for exemption from taxes, no tax is payable by the consignee uhere 
the total ta.:: due is less than 5 Ecu and \'lhere it exceeds 5 Ecu the total 
amount due is reduced by :_, ::cu. Similarly,in the case of a parcel con-
taining goods in excess of the relevant quantitative limit, it is considered 
that tax-free admission could be envisaged up to the common limits to be laid 
down <see paragraph 74). 
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PARr III 
CLEAi1ANCE PID CEDURES APPLIED TO INDIVIDUALS 
79. The Conunission has long been concerned about the way in which indi-
viduals experience the reality of the colll.'llOn market. In this context one 
of the most strikizig experiences (nega.tive or positive as the case may be) 
an individual can hftve is the clearance procedure applied to him l<lhen he 
croRoes an intra-Community bo~ler or when he goeG to collect a parcel sent 
to him from another Community country. Un:fortUJ.']a.tely all too often the 
manifold controls still applied in intra-community traffic of this nature 
lead to severe fru~tration of the individual and disillusion him as to the 
rea.l impact of the CorrJRunity at his level. 
8o. For travellers, the controls va.cy 1->rid.ely as betl"'een the various 
'•. 
T•Iember Statn;:; ann the method of transport used. Certainly, these controlo 
orginatc from reasons other than taxation and a.s such fall outside the a.;nbit 
of this report. Ho't-levor, even looking to the tax-related controls only, 
these represent an a.rea worthy of critical analysis whioh could be ripe 
for some action at the Community level. It should be noted that this aspect 
for cleamnce procedures has to some extent; been noted in the travellers' 
allowances clirecti veo \ihere it is provid.ed that :Member St3.tes are required 
to enable travellers to conf'im. tacitly or by simple oral declaration that 
they a.re ~Iithin the limits and fulfil the releva.11t conditions. This require-
ment vra.s ad•lecl to the sycteL"l in 1972 and aimed a·~ encouraging soltle. rea.l 
simplification of cross-border controls for the normal travelling public. 
The idea l·ras to generalize the use of the "reu/green" or "dual-channel" 
or analogous cystems of passenger control uhich enable the traveller to 
choone for hi."'lsolf 1r1hether he is l·lithin the allOl\"a.nce limits and, if so, 
to pe.as through the border control subject only to spot check as oppooecl 
to systematic control. 
81. Houever, uhcther or not the traveller has felt a genuine simplifi-
cation i:J 0:9en to queGtion. In the c.a.se of ca.r tmv-el, considerable 
c.iffcronccs stiJ l exi::Jt in the crosn-borclor controls applied bet\1een the 
Hember s-~a.tcs. Some appl;:,• ::zy::rLoms \lhere the actual controls applied are 
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minimal l>i1ereas others co:ntrul cJmost on a syotematic banis Hith consequential 
lo:1g deln.y::: at border poet:::. Aa far back as 1?68, the Comnbsion recommunc.ed. 
to th0 r,ie4l.ber States that border control of normal private cars should. be 
c-arried out only in exceptional circumstances and. to rer.1ove the actual 
pLysical barriers at cuGtoms :J!OotsQ.) .Clearly there is a need to revie\-; the 
impact of this recommendation and perhaps incorporate a re.:...itemtion of its 
objectives in Communi t~· lcu. 
82. !I. loo, hours of openin{! 0f crocr;; b::-r·1or control points can be a 
source 0f mu.•h fructrat:i.cn t0 a travcll·~;r J'(:qu:Lring Gp0cifi~ customs or tax 
cor.trc ls e.g. in the ca;;;e of rl.:;.,yment of ta:~ en goods for which tax remission 
is beine claimed. in the countr;{ of' d.·::lparture. i•Ian;y cross borrler p:)ints 
o.::~crotG •Jr..at ::~.re effec·tively office hc·urs ul;.icL are hardly relevant to the 
normal traveller ;.;ho ma,y finr} himsnlf crossing the border late at niG1t. 
83. Some !<!ember Stc.t~s for lrlhich car traffic is GE;;cntially maritime 
(i. e. arriving b.; ferry) a~Yply a. rerl/grer:Jn system of control tc this 
traffic to'hich appears t·J :~crl:: satisfactorily. Of couroe the numbers of 
care involve<1 are conoii.erably smalJ.er than in t!:e case of normo.l traffic 
crossing a land ·borcler. Conscquentiall;J" .:;encra.liza.tion of the system to 
Guch tra.ffic wouJd. neer1 rn.reful examination as to practicability on the 
ground. Ho\'mver, the Co:nrnission is of the opinion that it is necessai"J 
to ease cross border controls applied to car traffic in the direction indi-
cated by the directi·~ viz. tacit declaration by the travellers and ocr~-
sional checks only. 
84· As to air passengers, the control3 applied are usually more formali~ed 
an.1 gcnerolly are modelled on the tacit declaration idea in the directives. 
It may be that fu.rther relaxation of the general tc:x-related controls is 
merited and. this req:uires further study on pmcti.calleveL. It is considered 
that the eeneral comment on pa,rticular administrative facilities for 
travellers also applies here albeit to a lesser extent. 
85. In the case of small parcels, sometimes the clearance procedures 
involved ca11. be particularly burdensome and time consu.mint; for the indivi-
dual involved. Obviously this comment appli<Js ~v-herc the allov~ance 
is exceeded or the ccnd.itions not fulfilled. In some Member States it is 
(1) ('A>mmi::mior. RecoL'lrn.cnd.a,tion No. 63/'::.89/l~C of 21 .June 1968, OJ Ho L 167, 
l7 .7.68, P• 16. 
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necessary to go to a clearance depot to obtain the parcel t comply with 
various a.dministra.tiveprocedures and pay, in addition to the relevant taxes 
a.nd duties chargeable, a customs clea.mnce fee. In others, a more simpli-
fied system applies whereby the postman brings the parcel to the consignee's 
home and collects the relevant charges, which have already been assessed. 
86 • In general, the Commission considero that the clearance procedures 
applied in intra-Community tmde to goods belonging to or sent to indivi-
duals \'fhere taxes or duties are payable could be simplified and streamlined. 
It envisages a. clea.~nce procedure which would enable th-e person involved 
to make his declaration and pay the necessar>J duty and/or tax with the 
minimum fuss-. The authorities' requirements and. the persons's obligations 
would be laid down in Community 2egisla.tion which. would incorporate, inter 
alia, guidelines on the procedures to be used, . the calculation of taxes due 
and the method. of payment,. the general a.i.m being to fa.eilita.te the indivi,.. 
dual involved .. 
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PART IV 
SUl$IARY OF 1Mn:r CONCLUSIONS 
87 • This part of the report outlines the main conclusions which the 
Collllllission has dra;wn from its examination of the Conununi ty' s system of 
tax-free allowances benefiting individuals. Following publication of the 
report and in the light of ti:1e ensuing discussions among the various 
interested parties,the Commission intends to present to Council a 
proposal for a directive on tax-free allovlances which will incorporate 
provisions based on this report. 
88 • The Report's main conclusions a. re as fo lloi"S : 
a.) the current intm-!"!ornmu,..'1i ty travellers' allouancc is not adequate and 
increases in real value must be made ; 
b) the Council should approve a pluriannual programme for development 
of the system ; 
c) discussions on thiril countrJ travellers allowances E.Jhould be opened 
vii th neighbouring countries ; 
d) allowances should not be reduced in national currency terms and a 
semi-automatic increase procedure ru1ould be established to prevent this 
happer.ing.; 
e) realignment of national currency ~~ritieo ~1ould be rcflGcted in the 
a.llm-rancc::: on the basis of d) above ; 
f) across the board increases in quantitative allowances f'or tobacco ~nd 
alcoholic drinks are a long term objective dependent on convergence in 
excise rates beingachievedJ 
g) the 1·rino allo· . .;ance should be increased and the allowances for tea an:l 
coffee abolished independently of' harmonization of excise rates; 
h) the ~nting of a r-igher tobacco allowance to non-Community residents 
than io (bmnunity resLl.ents is inconsistent with the concept of Community 
preference and should be discontinued; 
i) common procedural methods for the tax-remission scheme should be estab-
lisherl in order to dmp1.ify its operation ; 
~ 
I 
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j) the small parcels allowance scheme broadly operates satisfactorily 
but could be developed : 
- to facilitate traffic in books eto. ·and 
- to provide some marginal relief for parcels almost within the 
normal allowances J 
k) the clearance procedure~ applied to individ'UAls should be simplified. 
* * 
* 
